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Whim…she quickly became my best friend!

Whim…a super smart, high energy girl!

Canine Development Center

I had never had a dog before. For that
matter, I had never had any animal at all…
and then along came Whim.

I have enjoyed finishing Whim, a super
smart high energy girl! I am confident she
will do well in NY and make her starting raiser
Lindsay proud.
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Patterson, NY 12563
845- 878-3330

The minute that we
got her we knew
that we were in for a
challenge and that I
was going to have to
learn fast!
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She has always been a huge ball of energy
that can outsmart even the smartest. Even as a
small puppy she always wanted to be busy
whether it was exploring new places, playing
with toys, or meeting new people.

I want to thank Alan and Carolyn Lauer for
taking her for the two months as I was finishing
Basil. Without them I would not have had the
chance to handle and progress her skills.

Who will miss
Whim more-Jean or
her
best
buddy
Jessie?

.

She quickly became my best friend. As
she got older I realized how fast she learned
and how much she wanted to please…unless
she had a greater interest in making new
friends with a dog or person.
Unfortunately, I was unable to continue to
raise Whim, as I moved to South Carolina to
pursue graduate school, but I knew that she
was in great hands in the Montgomery
Region!
I want to thank everyone in the
Montgomery Region who helped make this
experience so phenomenal, including Celeste
Rees, Brian Reed, Bobbie Havel, and Alan
Lauer. Lastly, a very special thanks to Jean
Silverman for finishing my puppy!
Raiser - Lindsay

I will miss her a
great deal, I have not
had any as athletic as
Whim, she is quit
agile and elusive as
other pups tried to
chase and keep up
with her at puppy
play.
I wish her all the
best!
Raiser - Jean
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A Farewell to our Regional Manager, Celeste Reese
On Sunday, January 14 the Montgomery Region
volunteers gathered to say “good-bye” and “good luck”
to our Montgomery Region Manager, Celeste Rees.
Arriving in the spring of 2014, Celeste fulfilled her
dream of joining the GEB team and working tirelessly
with volunteers to raise future guide dogs.
During her time with us she welcomed over 90 pups
into the training program and enjoyed seeing 26 dogs
become guides and several other dogs choose careers
with the Connecticut and Massachusetts State Police
programs.
Now, Celeste is going to pursue other career dreams
alongside side her husband and daughter.
WE WISH YOU THE VERY BEST AS
YOU PURSUE NEW DREAMS!

An Excerpt from the Farewell Wish
Delivered by John

Celeste, we are all here today to
thank you and wish you luck.
We all recognize the countless
hours you spent on the road, the many
hours you stood in front of class in all
the regions, and the many sacrifices
you have made for each of us.
Pups have been raised by people in
local Maryland counties; many are
now leading the blind in our
communities, in the U.S. and
throughout the world because of you.
Very sincerely, and on behalf of
every canine and human, please know
the words “Thank You” does convey
warmth, friendship, kindness and
appreciation for you and all you have
done for us.

A Thank You” of gifts that included a
memento book of dog pictures, a flower
arrangement, a gift basket filled with many
goodies and farewell hugs from the region!
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Welcome Repeat Raisers
Bettina is how enjoying her
continued training with past
raisers and long-time puppy
sitters Gigi and Ed Aquire.

Thank you Jean for a great
Bettina head-start

Another cute black male
lab being raised by the
Jean Silverman

Can you see the resemblance?
Different colors, but this little
guy, Eros, is brother to Elija

Eros being raised by the
Bosley-Smith famly

GEB Pups Visit School in December
Pups and raisers made a visit to North Chevy Chase Elementary
School on December 18 to speak to the 3rd grade students who wanted
to understand how a dog learns to be a guide dog.
The students took turns rotating to the five raisers and their pup,
allowing the students a chance to talk with each raiser, ask many
questions and be rewarded with puppy loving.
A great time was had by all humans and the dogs had a great social
interactive experience with many children.
Thank you Alan, Bobbie, Brian, Jean, Margie and Terri for
participating in this activity, with dog in tow.

Welcome Elijah

Benny
visiting
the
Montgomery Region for a
period of time and
enhancing his skill sets
with raiser John before
returning to Baltimore
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Kayak…the Bomb Guy
Guiding Eyes Kayak, 4K413, is a Massachusetts State Trooper, assigned to the bomb
squad. Kayak travels everywhere in the state where and when needed.
Kayak was raised in the Montgomery Region by Paul Henderson and Family and
John and Claire Kennedy.
Photo courtesy of Trooper Scott Cooper, Massachusetts State Police
Kayak in his kennel area
inside the patrol vehicle

Conner…the Drug Guy
So much for all those hours working on good house manners and staying off the
furniture!
Detective Zach, from the Connecticut State Police K-9 Division, describes Conner
as “everyone’s favorite dog when he’s in the city.” In addition to unknown
quantities of drugs, Conner is almost at the $3,000,000 mark in drug money
seizures.
YOU GO BOY! Proud puppy raiser Jane Santy providing an update on Conner’s
career.

How to Stuff a Bone or Kong

Conner with his latest seizure of
$100,000 in drug money

Place bones in a waterproof container and fill with dry kibble

Cover bones and Kongs with water. Soak for about an hour until kibble is soft
(time may depend on brand of kibble).

Carefully lift bones out of container and allow them to drain for a bit

Place bones in the freezer on top of a freezer bag.
Once firm, put the bones into the bag for super special treats

If doing just a single Kong, a mug works great for soaking and draining

Contributed by Bobbie Havel

Fun Places to Go
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Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

Georgie and Sweden chilling out
in the snow

Sweden and Georgie taking the “chill” out of their
snowy play date with a sauna swim at K-9 Aquatics

I’m one
lucky dog!

Georgie getting a history lesson while visiting Arlington National
Cemetery during the annual Wreaths Across America clean-up weekend

Benny and Georgie
enjoying a slice of
pizza at Arman’s
Eros, have you no shame!

,
Deadline for submission
of articles is the 1st of each
month

Fuji being socialized in the
Home Depot lumber department

This newsletter is for everyone. Please contact me with your
suggestions, ideas, and stories...and send pictures
Your articles will be included in future issues
Margie Coccodrilli
gebraiser@comcast.net

